
NCUC Elections “meet the Candidate Call”: Questions 
 
1. Question for Chairs: What do you think NCUC members expect from the new Chair? I believe 
as Chair, you have the ability to know what members needs and what they want to see as a 
change with your new leadership. Please do comment on this 
2. Questions for EC candidates: You will be representing your regions on the EC. Do you really 
think civil society activists from your respective regions need to know about the NCUC and 
become members? If yes, please tell us why. What is your strategy to have civil society 
organizations (not individuals) from your regions join the NCUC as members? Can you name up 
to two organizations based in your region that you would love to see join NCUC? And why 
these? 
3. When you talk about regions, Asia Pacific involvement and engagement is very less, what are 
your plans for outreach and increasing the numbers from the region? 
4. Questions for Chairs:  
- What do you consider being the difference (in terms of engagement and weight if any) 
between individual members and organization members within the NCUC?  
- What is your plan to recruit large and influential civil society groups to join the NCUC? 
Do you see any value in doing that?  
- Can you name some large (global) civil society groups that you would like to see join the 
NCUC?  
- Sometimes on the mailing list we don’t feel the difference between an individual 
member and someone who represents an organization. What do you think is the reason? What 
is your strategy to make sure these representatives are conveying our work to their respective 
organizations? 
5. question for Ines: You applied for the position of NomCom. Since that means you had to 
resign from NCUC EC Africa, does that mean the NCUC EC Africa position was not as exciting for 
you as the NomCom position? 
6. For Ines: Who will create this policymaking onboarding programme? 
7. question for both APAC candidates: do you both have more visualise plan on how to engage 
with IG/net freedom community in APAC, esp SEA region that still very unengage? 
8. Question for Chair Candidates: Do you believe it is important to adhere to deadlines? 
9. Question to Renata: How are you going to make sure that there will be that Unism among 
members and respect of each other views and opinions 
10. Question for chair candidates: do you plan to re-activate the current members that not 
actively engage? and how?   
11. Q: What is your strategy to have civil society organizations (not individuals) from your 
regions join the NCUC as members? Can you name up to two organizations based in your region 
that you would love to see join NCUC? And why these? R: Latin America has quite a united 
community of activists, so my plan would be to reach out to this community and talk to them 
about the subjects NCUC works with and find intercessions between the things they advocate 
for and the work we do. On the organizations note, I can think quite straight about 
Hiperderecho and Tedic (peru and Paraguay) two very interesting LAC organizations working on 
the promotion of rights online. 



12. Question for EC candidates (not chair candidates): Do you believe in giving the team credit, 
or do you think credit for projects should be attributed to the 'project manager'? 
13. Question to Renata: you suggested seeking new ways of funding NCUC members and 
seeking sponsors I will be glad if you can elaborate more on that. 
14. Can you explain how you will deal with volunteer burnout on the PDPs? 
15. Question to Yolanda: Can you tell us how open, transparent, accountable and Tolerant can 
you be dealing with member 


